Chicken Perfected... Now Spicy, too!

Genuine Broaster Chicken® Spicy
The creators of Genuine Broaster Chicken have
brought you a Spicy flavor profile that is sure to
please even the pickiest of palettes. It’s
everything you know and love about Genuine
Chickite® Spicy Marinade
PN 95192
30 lb. bag-in-box*

Slo-Bro® Spicy Coating
PN 95190
35 lb. bag-in-box*

Broaster Chicken - tender and juicy with delicious
flavor all the way to the bone but with an added
spicy kick.
Chickite® Spicy Marinade infuses the flavors of the
Hatch Chili Pepper, Habanero Pepper and Chipotle
Chili deep in to each piece for that long lasting and
satisfying taste.
It’s quick and easy to add Genuine Broaster

*Box weight subject to change

Slo-Bro Spicy Coating adds the heat of the Hatch

Chicken Spicy onto your menu. Your customers

Chili Pepper and the Habanero Pepper with a

already know and love our signature product,

special blend of other seasonings to elicit just the

now excite their taste buds with the spicy kick of

right amount of initial heat with every bite.

Genuine Broaster Chicken Spicy. Operators tap into

®

a new demographic when they appeal to a broader
audience that looks for spicier food options.
Marketing and Point of Purchase materials are
available to announce to your customers this new
addition to your menu.
Contact your local authorized Broaster Distributor
via http://broaster.com/distributor-locator/ to begin
serving Genuine Broaster Chicken Spicy today!
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Chicken Perfected... Now Spicy, too!

How to Prepare Genuine Broaster Chicken® Spicy
INGREDIENTS
Chickite® Spicy Marinade
PN 95192
30 lb. bag-in-box*

Slo-Bro® Spicy Coating
PN 95190
40 lb. bag-in-box*

8-Piece Cut Chicken
2-3/4-3.0 lb. weight
range, unmarinated
*Box weight subject to change

KITCHEN SUPPLIES
Poultry Shears
Marinating Tub
Gallon Measure
Cold Tap Water
Whisk

PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
• Begin with fresh chicken and trim excess fat, clean out kidneys, cut off tail and snap thigh joint
to break blood vessel.
• Dissolve 12 oz. Chickite® Spicy Marinade per gallon of cold water, per 6 head/15 lb. of chicken
in
marinating tub. Place raw chicken into marinating tub. Ensure all pieces are thoroughly
submerged in solution and refrigerate for 12 hours.
• Drain thoroughly and hold in refrigeration for a minimum of 45 minutes.

Metal Pans
Plastic Wrap
Broaster Foods®
Canola Oil
Broaster® Pressure Fryer

• Apply a light dusting of Slo-Bro® Spicy Coating. Tap pieces together to remove excess coating.
Gently cover pan with plastic wrap.
• Allow to set up in refrigeration for 45 minutes.
• Cook in a Broaster Pressure Fryer using Broaster Foods® Canola Oil at 360oF for 10:00-10:30
minutes. Drop chicken in the following order: breasts, thighs, legs and then wings.
• After cooking, allow surface oil to drain off for approximately 30 seconds.
• Place in pan with drain rack. Maximum of 1 hour hold time in a heated merchandiser or 2 hours
in a Perfect Hold Cabinet.
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